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How One Education Services 

Company Modernized its Data 

Capabilities in the Cloud

Penn Foster offers online courses for workforce development, high school 

diplomas, and vocational and certificate programs, extensions of its educational 

mission that began in 1890. Enabling the company’s myriad audiences with 

customized reporting capabilities has become increasingly essential over time. 

That’s why Penn Foster recently modernized its analytics processes, combining 

SAP BusinessObjects Business Intelligence Platform 4.2 and SAP Analytics 

Cloud into a transformative hybrid solution. Uniting cloud-based analytics tech 

with trusted on-premise data connectivity strengthens both individual solutions, 

extending and expanding data for a much broader audience. 

Here’s how they did it. 



Before: The Need for a Change

• Complex data landscape led to consolidation and modeling challenges

• Stagnant and static reporting caused lack of insight and insight-driven decision making

• Users were unable to filter and engage with data to make it their own

• Company growth created need for cloud-based interactive reporting for partners and customers

Why Combine with SAP Analytics Cloud?

• Solution provides a flexible and modern reporting process for internal customers and external clients

• Data process would be completely revitalized and revolutionized

• Hybrid analytics solution also extends business intelligence capabilities

• Cloud-based platform presents visualizations in collaborative way using SAP BusinessObjects platform

After: Better Data, Better Experience

• Shift created reduction of manual effort in data collection and increase of user interactivity

• Overall experience improved and simplified for all users internally and externally

• Cloud-based, self-service approach enabled use from any device

• Company planning deeper investment into augmented analytics and smart wrangling capabilities

A New Data Story in the Cloud

1,000+
Organizations that trust Penn 

Foster as a training partner

100
Accredited programs available 

for students across three schools 

“We’ve seen what a modern, intelligent analytics 

solution can do and plan to extend our engagement to 

move our on-premise solution to the cloud with SAP 

Analytics Cloud.”

Mark Pawloski

Director of Business Intelligence, Penn Foster
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